
 

Meet Joel G. Block, CPA, CSP 
Joel is an Advantage Player™. A blackjack expert, 
he consistently beat casinos. Joel personifies the 
skills and attitudes of Advantage Play™ from 
participating in dozens of deals worth hundreds of 
millions of dollars - sometimes in his venture 
capital or hedge fund firms, to advising companies, 
to the sale of his own publishing startup to a 
Fortune 500, and on stages worldwide. 
 
Joel turns your leaders into Advantage Players™ 
by distilling the most disruptive business trends 
fueled by his arsenal of strategies to tackle them. 
His systems find “the wave” before most people 
notice the water is swelling. Joel weighs trends, 
shifts in momentum, and estimates odds - before 
betting on outcomes. 
 
Pragmatic, Joel helps leaders see what others 
aren't seeing, take actions others aren't taking, and 
think in ways others aren’t thinking. And he’s not 
afraid to tell the emperor what he thinks of his 
clothes. 

What is the Future Hiding? 
Busy executives worry about shockwaves they should have 
seen coming. What trends or fads are we missing? What don’t 
we know? High-level, strategic thinking  cultivates crisp ideas - 
to buck the status quo and find fresh ways to move the 
needle. 
 

• But how will we keep up with limited capital? 
• How can we seize the future confidently, uncertain of 

what’s coming next? 
• What would an Advantage Player™ do in my shoes? 

 

Advantage Player™ (AP) is what casinos call experts in games 
of skill. APs play the odds – they don’t win every hand or every 
deal, but they gain the edge in critical, high-value situations. 
APs place their bets, mitigating risk using superior intel and 
insights. 
 
Blackjack experts garner information with each new card. In 
business, APs amass intel as clues are dealt. Joel arms leaders 
with trend insights and power strategies to recognize accuracy 
enhancing details, boosting confidence to predict and plan for 
the future. 
 
New entrants into your market, tackling fierce competitors, 
launching new products, buying/selling assets, or growing 

          

 

  

(818) 917-0670 • joel@bullseyecap.com  • www.JoelBlock.com 
 

What Don’t You Know About the Future? 

 

Helping Companies Prevent Surprises in their Future 
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Signature Programs 
 
Navigating Disruptive Business Trends 
And the Power Strategies to Leverage Them 
Borrowing from his firm’s notable annual business trend report  
developed for his clients, Joel lays out the major trends in leadership,  
sales, marketing, finance, HR and more in this critical and insightful  
program. Every business leader must stay on top of the trends that  
are likely to affect your business most, including Work from Home,  
Subscription Revenue, Social Media, and Crypto-Currency. 
Understanding these trends may be the difference between your 
company being the dynamite instead of the rock. 
 
How a Venture Capitalist/Hedge Fund Manager Places His Bets 
Hedge Fund Manager Shows You How the Pros Beat the System 
Leaning on his experience as a blackjack expert, Joel shares lessons 
from his journey from card counter and Advantage Player™ to 
venture capitalist & hedge fund manager, detailing his 
Power Strategies as a professional investor – combining 
prediction, trend assessment, and strategy – so audience members 
can pick winners and losers. This powerful program is for leaders 
charged with making critical decisions. Joel may even share an advanced 
move or two to help your audience “beat the dealer.” 

 

Joel’s message is 
perfect for audiences 

of every size from 
boardroom briefings 

to  
large conferences. 

 

Learn More About Joel: 

Video Clips of Joel Presenting: 
Click Here! 

“Not only was Joel's message 
powerful and inspiring, but it was 
particularly empowering for our 
audience of female entrepreneurs. 
Joel is a champion for kick-ass 
women leaders.” 
-Holly Anne Mitchell, CEO, 
The LeadWell Network 
 
"Joel's presentation from National 
Speakers Association’s main stage, 
a coveted slot, was one of the most 
inspiring speeches I've ever heard. 
Hire him! You will be glad you did." 
-Bruce Weinstein, Ph.D., CEO, 
The Institute for High-Character 
Leadership 
 
“He seems clairvoyant, but Joel is 
not a prognosticator. He digests 
information and returns ingenuous 
and straightforward insights, in 
easily understandable language.” 
-Matt Zembruski, CEO, Juti, LLC 
 
“Few people have a business mind 
like Joel’s - and scores of executives 
wish they would have listened more 
carefully and followed his advice.” 
-Lester Friedman, CEO, 
Great American Group 
 

 

For an Appointment to Speak 
with Joel Click Here! 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/joelblock/
https://www.facebook.com/joelblock/about?lst=651415869%3A897095556%3A1507219658
https://twitter.com/JoelBlock
https://vimeo.com/showcase/5116714
https://www.timetrade.com/book/81MGQ+

